A GUIDE TO CAREERS AND OPTIONS
Congratulations!
If you’ve picked up this booklet, you’ve already taken your first steps to a future that can save lives, answer questions, solve problems, test theories and change the world.

Making Choices
We know that the next few years are full of tough choices. This guide will give you the information you need to make informed choices about options for studying science subjects at university. We have tried to show you the range of different science subjects out there, including ones you might not have studied at school.
A FUTURE IN SCIENCE

WHAT QUALIFICATIONS SHOULD I TAKE?

This is a question we hear a lot from young people! So if you’re a bit bewildered by all the options open to you, you’re not alone.

Our advice would be that you should always take subjects that you enjoy, and that you are interested in. However, if you are keen to take science further, there are certain subjects that will leave more options open to you, and some that are essential for certain subjects.

For each subject in this guide, we’ve indicated which A Levels universities and employers will be looking for.

We’ve focused on A Levels here, but there are other options such as apprenticeships, vocational qualifications and returning to university later in life. Contact us if you’d like advice on these routes.

CAREERS

All careers data given in this guide is taken from the destinations of actual Warwick graduates (students who have completed their degree).

As you will see from the following pages, many graduates go on to have very successful careers in the science and technology industries.

A degree in science is also great preparation for a wide range of graduate jobs in other fields, such as banking/finance, law, accountancy, research and communications.

Scientists are good problem-solvers, work well in teams, and have advanced mathematical and communication skills, all of which are valued by employers.

Some of the company names or job titles in this guide might be unfamiliar - why not search online for them and find out what science graduates get up to?
Degree Apprenticeships are a new type of study programme. These programmes are being developed by employers, universities, and professional bodies working in partnership. They combine working with studying part-time at a university. Apprentices are employed throughout the programme, and spend part of their time at university and the rest with their employer, earning a wage. You often study for 3-5 years and your employer pays for your tuition fees.

Put simply a Degree Apprenticeship is a job with an education.

What A Level subjects should I take?
For engineering subjects you are likely to need Maths and an additional STEM subject, such as Physics.

What grades do I need?
Entry requirements vary - refer to the website for details by course.

"I think a Degree Apprenticeship is one of the most powerful ways to learn and develop. At the end of my Degree Apprenticeship I’ll not only have a degree; I’ll also have the work exposure, professional network and experience to take with me."

Declan, WMG Student and Degree Apprentice
Is a Degree Apprenticeship for me?
A Degree Apprenticeship might be for you if:
✓ you enjoy applying knowledge
✓ you are excited about working alongside people established in their profession
✓ you want to contribute to an organisation and get started in your career
✓ you like the idea of studying and working at the same time
✓ you work well in a team but also can work independently
✓ you like to apply new ideas to solving problems
Degree Apprenticeships aren’t for everyone though and you should consider this route carefully as it can be challenging balancing a full-time job and study.

What Degree Apprenticeships could I do at Warwick?
• BEng Applied Engineering
• BEng Civil and Infrastructure Engineering
• BEng Cyber Security Engineering
• BSc Digital and Technology Solutions
• BEng Engineering with Dyson

Companies that employ Degree Apprentices that work with Warwick include:
• Airbus
• Aston Martin
• Caterpillar
• Dyson
• Jaguar Land Rover
• Keller
• Lear
• Mott MacDonald
• Murphy
• Peter Brett
• University Hospitals Birmingham
• WSP
You may have already studied ‘biology’ at school, and at university there is a whole range of related subjects that come under the umbrella of ‘life sciences’.

What A Level subjects should I take?
An A Level in Biology is usually required, and some courses ask for Chemistry too. Other sciences are always welcome alongside these, as are a wide range of other subjects.

What grades do I need?
Entry requirements for life sciences degrees range from AAA – BCC.
At Warwick, offers range from AAA - BBB.

Is life sciences for me?
Life sciences might be for you if:
✓ you enjoy the excitement of unpredictable experiments and subjects
✓ you are patient, laid-back and flexible
✓ you are observant and a great note-taker
✓ you work well in a team

£26,000
Average starting salary 6 months after graduating.
WHAT DO LIFE SCIENCES GRADUATES DO?

First jobs for life sciences graduates include:

- Bioscience and Biomedicine research and development
- Medicine
- Public health
- Business and management
- Wildlife conservation
- Law

Companies that Warwick life sciences graduates work for include:

- GlaxoSmithKline (pharmaceutical/healthcare)
- NHS (healthcare)
- Teach First (education)
- Diabetes UK (support charity)
- Public Health England (healthcare)
- Johnson and Johnson (pharmaceutical/healthcare)

"The lectures I attended at Warwick covered a wide range of topics and were often given by leaders in their field. This gave me a wider insight into the potential career paths that use Biochemistry and initiated my interest in public health."

Rachel Evans,
Life Sciences Graduate

YOU’LL EXPLORE THE SCIENCE OF ORGANISMS, AND UNDERSTAND MORE ABOUT THE WAYS THAT PLANTS, ANIMALS, HUMANS AND MICROBES FUNCTION.
Chemistry is everywhere in the world around you. The food you eat, the air you breathe, the water you drink, the cosmetics you use…all of these are made up of chemicals. An understanding of chemistry can be a bridge to other sciences, such as geology, environmental science, and medicine.

What A Level subjects should I take?
An A Level in Chemistry is essential, along with Maths and/or Physics.

What grades do I need?
Enter requirements for chemistry degrees range from A*AA – BCC.

At Warwick, we ask for AAA – AAB, including Chemistry and at least one other science or Mathematics.

Is chemistry for me?
Chemistry might be for you if:
✓ you like asking questions and are curious about the world around you
✓ you want to help others
✓ you enjoy testing theories through practical activities
✓ you like technology
✓ you are good with numbers

£25,000
Average starting salary 6 months after graduating.
WHAT DO CHEMISTRY GRADUATES DO?

First jobs for chemistry graduates include:

• Research and Development Scientist
• Patent Attorney
• Business Development Manager
• Trainee Accountant
• Forensic Analyst
• Technical Sales Consultant
• Inorganic Materials Specialist

Companies that Warwick chemistry graduates work for include:

• EDF Energy (energy company)
• Kraft (food and drink manufacturer)
• Unilever (food, cosmetics & cleaning manufacturer)
• PricewaterhouseCoopers (accountants)
• Hogan Lovells (law firm)
• MacDermid (specialty chemicals)

"I chose to study Chemistry as it offers many routes into the job market for a variety of professions. The thing I like most is the lab work which is intellectually stimulating."

Alex Parker, Chemistry Graduate

CHEMISTS HELP TO SOLVE THE WORLD’S PROBLEMS - BIG AND SMALL.
Computer science brings together mathematics, engineering, natural sciences, psychology and linguistics to understand and create systems. You’ll study topics such as software engineering, artificial intelligence, computer graphics, and sensor networks.

What A Level subjects should I take?
An A Level in Maths is essential. As long as you have this, a wide range of other A Level subjects will be accepted. Computer Science at A Level can be useful but is not essential.

What grades do I need?
Entry requirements for computer science degrees range from A*AA – CCC.
At Warwick, we ask for A*AA.

Is computer science for me?
Computer science might be for you if:
✔ you enjoy logic puzzles and working things out
✔ you have a creative mind
✔ you like technology
✔ you are good with numbers

£34,000
Average starting salary 6 months after graduating.
WHAT DO COMPUTER SCIENCE GRADUATES DO?

First jobs for computer science graduates include:
- Software consultant
- Financial analyst
- Web services developer
- Software engineer
- Games developer
- Consultant
- Network engineer

Companies that Warwick computer science graduates work for include:
- BT (telecommunications)
- Cisco Systems (networking)
- Deloitte (accountancy firm)
- Goldman Sachs (investment bank)
- Thales (electrical systems for aerospace, transport)
- Microsoft (software/electronics)
- IBM (technology/consulting)
- Morgan Stanley (financial services)

"I enjoyed studying Mathematics before university and I’ve always had an interest in technology, particularly video games. Now I’m a Warwick graduate with experience in the video games industry I’m ready to pursue my dream of working for a game studio in Canada, which is where I’m heading."

Sarah Marshall, Computer Science Graduate

AT ITS HEART, COMPUTER SCIENCE IS A SCIENCE OF PROBLEM SOLVING, COMMUNICATION, AND INFORMATION.
There are many different disciplines of engineering including civil, electronic, automotive in systems, manufacturing and mechanical. You can choose to specialise in one of these or do a broad engineering degree that includes aspects of all of them.

What A Level subjects should I take?
Ideally, both Maths and Physics though some universities including Warwick will consider other combinations. A wide range of third subjects including Further Maths are accepted.

What grades do I need?
Entry requirements for engineering degrees range from A*AA – BBB.
At Warwick, we ask for A*AA – AAA.

Is engineering for me?
Engineering might be for you if:
✓ you like applying theory to produce practical solutions
✓ you have a creative and/or analytical mind
✓ you want to make a difference to daily life using technology
✓ you work well in a team

£28,000
Average starting salary 6 months after graduating.
WHAT DO ENGINEERING GRADUATES DO?

First jobs for engineering graduates include:
• Reducing the weight of a car
• Gearbox design
• Design of a sanitation system for the developing world
• Tunnel design
• Weir design for energy supply
• Developing an in-car entertainment system
• Optimising biological waste treatment

Companies that Warwick engineering graduates work for include:
• Jaguar Land Rover
• Rolls Royce (aero and automotive)
• ARUP (architecture / construction)
• Deutsche Bank
• Transport for London
• Virgin Media
• Balfour Beatty

"I have used a variety of skills and knowledge that I have taken from my studies. Working with Bechtel, a project management company, requires graduates to have the technical capability but also be able to appreciate the commercial aspects of the business, including marketing, economic understanding, ethical behaviour and how to manage change."

Civil Engineering Graduate

AS SOCIETY DEVELOPS, ENGINEERS ARE CALLED UPON TO CREATE A BETTER, MORE SUSTAINABLE WORLD.
Is a degree in Health Science for me?
A degree in Health Science might be for you if:
✓ you have a curious mind-set
✓ you like solving problems
✓ you enjoy helping others
✓ you work well in a team
✓ you have a passion for promoting health

First jobs for Health Sciences graduates include:
• Public Health and community engagement
• Training in medicine and allied health
• Biomedicine and health science research
• Health management and promotion

Companies that Warwick Health Sciences graduates can potentially work for include:
• NHS
• Public Health England
• World Health Organisation
• Department of Health

What A Level Subjects should I take?
At least one STEM subject (Biology, Chemistry, Maths, Physics, Applied Science, Environmental Science, Statistics or Geology) is required with biology usually recommended.

What grades do I need?
Entry requirements for Health Sciences degrees range from AAB-BBB, at Warwick we ask for AAB.
MEDICINE

With over 60 medical specialities and 200 sub-specialities, medicine is an increasingly diverse, exciting and career to embark upon, allowing you to have a direct impact on people’s health and lives. This is the degree that you have to take if you wish to become a doctor.

Is medicine for me?

Medicine might be for you if:
✓ you want to make a direct impact on people’s health and life
✓ you are committed to lifelong learning
✓ you want to have a broad range of careers to pursue – as well as the 60 specialities and 200 sub-specialties, there are opportunities to for you to get involved with teaching, research and medical leadership in your career
✓ you work well with others in a team

What A Level Subjects should I take and what grades do I need?

Medicine is a demanding subject and its application process is very competitive. For A levels, most Universities ask for AAA including at least one science. Increasingly, Universities are offering Access and Gateway programmes to Widen Participation, and some universities offer graduate-entry programmes. At Warwick, as the largest Graduate-Entry (you can do it after your undergraduate degree) on School in the UK, we ask for a 2:1 in any undergraduate degree. Some Universities will also look at your GCSE’s so it is worth researching in to this too.

Most graduates go on to work in NHS under the following specialities:

• Anaesthesia
• Clinical oncology
• Clinical radiology
• Emergency medicine
• General practice (GP)
• Intensive care medicine
• Medicine
• Obstetrics and Gynaecology
• Occupational medicine
• Ophthalmology
• Paediatric
• Pathology
• Psychiatry
• Public health doctor
• Surgery
Mathematicians use logic, skill, ingenuity and imagination to solve problems relating to numbers, measurement, shape and space. Mathematics is the language of nature, and our means of understanding the world around us.

What A Level subjects should I take?
An A Level in Maths is required, and often one in Further Maths too. Some top courses also require you to take an extension paper called ‘STEP’, which you can sit at your school/college. Alongside Maths and Further Maths, most subjects are accepted for a third A Level.

What grades do I need?
Entry requirements for maths degrees range from A*A*A* – BBC.

At Warwick, there are three offer options:
- A*A*A in Maths, Further Maths and a third subject, Grade 1 at STEP
- A*A*A* in Maths, Further Maths and a third subject
- A*A*AA in Maths, Further Maths and a third and fourth subject

If your school doesn’t offer Further Mathematics A Level you can find support through the Advanced Mathematics Support Programme https://amsp.org.uk/

Is mathematics for me?
Mathematics might be for you if:
- ✓ you are excited by the mysteries of numbers, shapes and space
- ✓ you like to solve problems inventively and creatively
- ✓ you enjoy logic puzzles

£27,000
Average starting salary 6 months after graduating.
WHAT DO MATHEMATICS GRADUATES DO?

First jobs for mathematics graduates include:
- Software designer
- Financial analyst
- Statistician
- Accountant
- Teacher
- Tax Inspector
- Business consultant
- Meteorological scientist
- Investment banker

Companies that Warwick mathematics graduates work for include:
- British Aerospace (defence)
- Barclays (financial services)
- Civil Service (government)
- KPMG (accountancy firm)
- Ministry Of Defence
- Network Rail (transport)
- Siemens (electronics/telecommunications)

"ATASS Sports is a specialist statistical consultancy specialising in sports modelling. We recruit top maths and stats graduates each year to join our research teams. We specifically target the top universities and consistently find Warwick mathematicians to be amongst the best."

Rich, Atass Sports, Graduate Employer

MATHEMATICS IS A SCIENCE OF DEDUCTION, REASONING AND LOGIC.
As a physicist, you’ll study and develop theories about the laws of the universe, and find out ways to apply these to solve real-world problems. You will learn about topics such as astrophysics, particle physics and quantum mechanics as well as having the opportunity to be involved in cutting edge research.

What A Level subjects should I take?
A Levels in Physics and Maths are usually required. Alongside these, a wide range of third subjects are accepted.

What grades do I need?
Entry requirements for physics degrees range from A*A*A - BBC.
At Warwick, we ask for A*AA.

Is physics for me?
Physics might be for you if:
✓ you have a curious mind and like asking questions
✓ you like applying maths to help you solve problems
✓ you are fascinated by new technology
✓ you can work methodically to solve logic puzzles
✓ you work well in a team

£25,000 Average starting salary 6 months after graduating.
WHAT DO PHYSICS GRADUATES DO?

First jobs for physics graduates include:
- Nanotechnology
- Medical Physics
- Environmental science (renewable energy)
- Telecommunications
- Engineering/Transport
- Finance
- IT
- Management consultancy
- Research Scientist
- Teacher

Companies that Warwick physics graduates work for include:
- The National Physical Laboratory
- Atkins Global (engineering/ infrastructure)
- Bank of America (financial services)
- Cisco Systems (networking)
- King’s College Hospital
- NATO (defence)

"Studying Physics gave me skills such as critical deduction, the logical analysis of problems and the interpretation of research. Thanks to the skills I developed as a Warwick physicist, I have acquired an exciting role as an engineer at a major UK consultancy company."

Scott Whiteside, Physics Graduate

PHYSICS IS THE STUDY OF THE NATURAL WORLD AND HOW IT WORKS - FROM TINY PARTICLES TO HUGE GALAXIES AND EVERYTHING IN-BETWEEN.
PSYCHOLOGY

Psychology is the scientific study of the human mind, brain and behaviour. You’ll investigate human thought, memory, emotion, perception, sleep, experience, consciousness, reasoning and personality.

What A Level subjects should I take?
At least one natural science (biology, chemistry, maths, physics) is desirable, as are subjects that show the ability to think critically and analytically (such as philosophy, modern languages, English literature). A Level Psychology is not essential. Usually a B in GCSE Maths is required.

What grades do I need?
Enter requirements for psychology degrees range from AAA – BBC.

At Warwick, we ask for AAB.

Is psychology for me?
Psychology might be for you if:
✓ you are interested in people, society and behaviour
✓ you have an interest in both biology and mathematics
✓ you have an analytical and curious mind
✓ you are good at communicating with others

£20,250
Average starting salary 6 months after graduating.
WHAT DO PSYCHOLOGY GRADUATES DO?

First jobs for psychology graduates include:
• Assistant Psychologist
• Advertising Executive
• Learning Support Assistant
• Research Assistant
• Recruitment Specialist

Companies that Warwick psychology graduates work for include:
• NHS (healthcare)
• Cabinet Office (government)
• Fuel PR (public relations/media)
• The Alzheimer’s Society (support charity)
• Ernst & Young (professional services/auditors)
• Global Radio (media)
• HMP Brixton (prisons service)
• Birmingham Children’s Hospital (healthcare)

"The diverse nature of Psychology sets you up with a degree that allows you to explore a range of options following University, from further study to heading straight into work. Personally, studying Psychology at Warwick helped me to secure a summer internship, with Diageo which has really helped me choose what I would like to do with my future."

George Coe, Psychology Graduate

THE BRAIN IS AN INCREDIBLY COMPLEX ORGAN, AND PSYCHOLOGY HELPS US UNDERSTAND IT.
Statistics is the science of using mathematics and data to make predictions in situations where there is uncertainty. Statistics involves the study of maths, data, probability and their application in a wide range of fields including computing, medicine, politics and finance.

What A Level subjects should I take?
An A-level in Maths is required, and often one in Further Maths too. Any subjects with connections to Maths or Stats are encouraged, such as other sciences, psychology or economics.

What grades do I need?
Entry requirements for statistics degrees range from A*AA – BCC.
At Warwick we have three offer options:
- A*AA when you have A Levels in Maths and Further Maths.
- A*A*A to include A Levels Maths but you only have an AS in Further Maths.
- A*A*A* to include A Level Maths, if you have no Further Maths at A Level. If you do not have Further Maths, we recommend that all students take an AEA or STEP paper and, if you do well, you may be given a lower offer.

Is statistics for me?
Statistics might be for you if:
- you enjoy maths and can use it creatively to solve problems and answer questions
- you have an analytical brain
- you would be interested in acquiring programming skills to analyse data

£30,000
Average starting salary 6 months after graduating.
WHAT DO STATISTICS GRADUATES DO?

First jobs for statistics graduates include:

• Actuary
• Software Engineer
• Associate Management Consultant
• Marketing Data Analyst
• Trainee Tax Accountant
• Business Modeller
• Assistant Statistician (clinical trials, biomedical research, social sciences and more)
• Quantitative Finance Practitioner

Companies that Warwick statistics graduates work for include:

• Amazon.com (e-commerce)
• AON Hewitt (human resources/consulting)
• Bank of England (finance)
• GlaxoSmithKline (pharmaceutical/healthcare)
• Lloyds of London (insurance)
• Office for National Statistics (government)
• Pepsico (food and drink corporation)

"I really enjoyed studying the 3 year course in MORSE (Mathematics, Operational Research, Statistics, Economics). I developed important mathematical and statistical skills in my first year. During a recent internship at Ernst & Young, my employers were really impressed by how comfortable I was manipulating data using statistical software, and that is a credit to my degree course."

Jay Radia, MORSE Graduate

A KNOWLEDGE OF STATISTICS CAN HELP US MAKE INTELLIGENT AND REASONED DECISIONS.
FIND OUT MORE...

Information on the activities and resources that Warwick undertakes with local schools.

warwick.ac.uk/scienceinschools

Outreach Office,
University House,
University of Warwick,
Coventry CV4 8UW,

024 7657 3555
outreach@warwick.ac.uk
@OutreachWarwick
warwick.ac.uk/thinkinguniversity

All information is correct at the time of print.
September 2019.

All average starting salaries listed are the averages for Warwick Graduates taken from the Unistats Website at the time of print.